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Discover
Catechist Tips: Acts

The passage from the Acts of the Apostles describes the lives of early Christians. There are similarities
between the early Church and today’s Church.

The Church is formed by its celebration of Eucharist, from which flow the other signs of Christian life:●

the teachings of the Apostles, communal life, prayers, and generosity.
Equally important is the spirit of joy shown by being one in mind and heart.●

Catechist Tips: Eucharist as Meal

In the early Church, the Eucharist was an actual community meal.

The meal was a time for Christians to greet one another, share stories and food, pray together, and●

give thanks to God.
These same elements constitute the Sunday Eucharist today.●

Catechist Tips: Skits on Service

Consider having the children dramatize their stories.

Have the children meet in groups and select a story written by a group member.●

Allow time for writing and practicing.●

Have the children present their skits to the class.●

Catechist Tips: African Proverb

“It takes a village to raise a child” is an ancient African proverb.

In many African villages, all adults have the right and responsibility to discipline and care for each●

child in the village.
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The message of the proverb is the importance of community.●

Glossary Activity: My Community

The word community may have different meanings for different children. Brainstorm with the children
what this word means to them.

Give the children time to write about how their parish is a community.●

Ask volunteers to share their work.●

Additional Activity: This Is My Church

Invite the children to discuss experiences in their parish.

Have each child write a description of the church to go with the artwork created in the Connect Your●

Faith activity following the "Gathered in Jesus' Name" section of text.
Invite each child to write about an important feature in his or her drawing.●

Additional Activity: Act It Out

The importance of coming together as a community may be clearer if the children act out the story.

Encourage the children to think about how the characters are feeling in God's Word "Helping One●

Another" and to show these feelings in their skits.
Discuss how the children can show emotions with their faces and bodies.●

Additional Activity: Donated Hours

A little time given by many people will add up quickly.

Contact a volunteer event organizer. Ask for an estimate of the number of volunteers and the hours●

worked by each.
Have the children multiply the numbers to see the total hours donated to the project.●
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